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Abstract In this article, we consider the problem of coupling waves in a single-frequency full-duplex relay station.
Conventional design methods give a digital ﬁlter or an adaptive array antenna that cancels the eﬀect of coupling
waves on the sampling instants. However, they ignore intersample oscillations that may be gained in the positive
feedback loop, and thus degrade the performance. To solve this problem, we propose sampled-data H∞ design of
digital ﬁlters that cancel the continuous-time eﬀect of coupling waves. Simulation results are shown to illustrate the
eﬀectiveness of the proposed method.
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?????LMS (least mean square) ???????????
































??????????????L2 ??? [0,∞)? Lebesgue
???????????????????? ‖ · ‖L2 ?????
??t, s, z ?????????????????????Z ?
??????????????? e−Ls ????? L >= 0 ??
?????????????? Sh,Hh ??????????
??? h > 0 ?????????? 0???????????
??
Sh : {y(t)} → {yd[n]} : yd[n] = y(nh), n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
Hh : {ud[n]} → {u(t)} : u(t) = ud[n],






????? P (s)????? L > 0 ??????? e−Ls ??
??????????????? h > 0 ??????????
????????????????? Sh??????????
K(z) ??? 0????? Hh ? 3????????
????????? K(z) ???????????????
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??? z := v − u ????????????????????
???????????????





??? 1? ?????????????? v ∈ WL2 ????
???? z = v − u? L2 ????????????????
????? K(z)?????
?????????????? H∞ ??????????
?????? [7], [8]??????????? 3???????
?????Tzw ? w ?? z ???????????????
z = v − u = Tzww ??????? v ∈ WL2 ???? ‖z‖L2















? [8]?? 4??? LFT?????????????????











W (s) e−LsP (s)G(s)
]
? 4 LFT Tzw = F(Σ,HhKSh)



















? 5 ????????????? u???????? v????
??? 1? ?? γ > 0 ??????‖Tzw‖∞ <= γ ??????
?????? 2???????????????? v ∈ WL2
???? ‖v − u‖L2 <= γ ??????
?????????????????????????‖Tzw‖∞
?????????????? v ∈ WL2 ????w ∈ L2, v =
Ww, ‖w‖L2 = 1??? w ??????????‖Tzw‖∞ <= γ
?? ‖v − u‖L2 = ‖Tzww‖L2 <= ‖Tzw‖∞‖w‖L2 <= γ ????
?? 
3. ? ? ?
????????????????????????????
????????? h = 1 [sec] ????????????
???? P (s) = 0.25/(s+1) ? 1??? L = 1 ??????
e−s ??????????????????????????
???????????????? G(s) = 1000 ??????
????????????? 60 [dB] ?????????
???????????????????????????
?? H∞ ???????????????????????
?????????W (s) = 1/(2s+1) ??????FSFH ?
???? N = 16 ????
????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
??? 5 ????????? u ???????? v ????
???? 6 ??? z = v − u ???? ??????????
?????????? (60 [dB]) ?????????????



















? 6 ????????????? z = v − u
??????????????????





??????????[11] ?????? FIR (Finite Impulse
Response) ???????? [12] ?????????????
?????????
? ?
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